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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

At a meeting of the Town of Whitby Public Library Board

held in the library on Thursday July 10th, 1969

INFORMATION, MEDIA & LIBRARY PLANNERS was retained by

the Board to carry out a survey of the present service

and future needs and to compose a programme for a new

building to be built on a new site, which at that time

was being acquired by the'BoArd. Subsequently the terms

of reference were confirmed by letter and the deadline of

September 26th was set for submission of this report.

The detailed building programme outlined in Part II of

the report is a necessary preliminary to the actual design

and construction of any new public library, if such a

facility is to be functional and efficient. In turn, a

good building programme, if it is to reflect the needs of
I

a community and the latest trends in public library

development, must grow out of a study of the present and

future needs of the community to which it will be applied.

Part I of this report establishes such community needs.
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PART I

THE COMMUNITY, THE PRESENT SERVICE

AND THE FUTURE

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The prosperity of the Whitby area has waxed and wained

from the earliest days with changes in transportation.

As the fur trade with the Indians declined, as activities

in Whitby harbour increased after early settlement, the

community changed. As road travel improved and as rail-

way lines multiplied and routed produce and manufactured
goods through or around Whitby so grew or receded the

prosperity and settlement of the area.

The history of Ontario and indeed the history of Canada

is linked closely with the development of transportation.

Even today communities vie with each other for jetports,

for buslines and communities on the Seaway give top

priority to the development of modern harbour facilities

that will enable shipping to service or load the products

of local industry.

In 1800 Dundas Street was passable from York to Kingston

and thus became an influence in the development of early
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Whitby. The settlement and commercial development of the

area began on Lynde Creek, later at Hamer's Corners one

mile east of what is now Brock Street. In 1830 a plank

toll road was constructed from Windsor Bay (Whitby Harbour)

to Port Perry creating a community at Windsor Bay which

attracted settlers until 1836 when Peter Perry of

Addington County built a store at the point where the Port

Perry Road intersected the Kingston Road. This store

prospered because an improved Dundas Street became a stage

coach and military route and the location became the

nucleus of the present town which, up until incorporation,

was known as Perry's Corners.

The land more than a mile or two back from the Lake was

largely bush until about 1820 but as the lakeside settle-

ments grew and roads were built from Hamer's Corners to

Winchester, later Brooklin, and from Whitby Harbour to

Port Perry farms were cleared and hamlets appeared.

(Whitby 1851 - 1100, Brookiin 300) With the exception

of crown lands and clergy reserves most of the area of

the present town of Whitby was cleared and settled by

1850.

These early beginnings differ only in detail from the

beginnings of hundreds of Ontario communities. As trans-

portation improved and became cheaper or faster s'o
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developed the land. Whitby is fortunate in being located

in a rich farming area on Lake Ontario astride the main

surface routes from Western Ontario to the sea. From an

isolated port with its own hinterland to exploit, the Whitby

area has become a part of the larger picture of industrial

southern Ontario linked with rapid means of communication

to Toronto and Montreal and to the world. Now Whitby is a

regional centre that is bound to attract industry and

population as plant owners discover the advantages of

locating outside the Toronto area in less crowded conditions

with easy access to the countryside, but within 25 miles of

the metropolis. This trend is plainly evident in the

variety of light and heavy industry already located within

the town.

Although about 40% of her labor force is employed in

Oshawa and Toronto Whitby's own industrial base has been

developing at a steady rate. There are now in Whitby some

30 different manufacturing industries employing over 3200

people. With the development of the 182 acre industrial

park on Pringle Creek, Hopkins Street and the MacDonald-

Cartier Freeway an orderly and planned approach to

industrialization should allow Whitby to maintain its

residential charm while providing employment for its labor

force within the town.
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On January 1st 1966 the Township of Whitby with a popu-

lation of 7,725 was annexed to the Town of Whitby,

population 15,061. This huge area now forms the new Town

of Whitby with a total 1968 population of 25,700. It is

predicted that the 1985 population will be in excess of

50,000. The Lynde Creek, Pringle Creek and Bradley's

Farm developments,alone will add 14,000 people in five

years.

For the past 150 years Whitby has been an independent

community and up until the end of World War II it was

possible to continue to think about Whitby as a self-

contained community, one of many very pleasant Ontario

towns bordering the Lake from Niagara to Kingston. Now,

however, economic and physical independence are gone.

Whitby is part of the "Golden Horseshoe" closely Linked

to Oshawa and Metropolitan Toronto whose citizens no

longer descend from the original pioneers and early

settlers, but have come from the whole of Canada and the

world.

THE LIBRARY AND LOCAL HISTORY

Some of Whitby's older citizens may regret the passing

of the old independence, but nevertheless, its passing

was inevitable. Now the challenge is to preserve the
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spirit of independence and with guod planning retain as

much "neighbourhood atmosphere" as possible along with

the physical reminders of the past such as old buildings,

historical sites, reminders of pioneer life etc. The

public library can with the co-operation of individuals

and the Whitby Historical Society assist in preserving

the past by collecting, preserving and displaying docu-

ments, record books, pictures and, in fact, any material

of beauty or historical note not actively collected by

another institution. Displays, historical discussion and

demonstratiorscan be sponsored by the public library to

stimulate an interest in local history. Libraries have

traditionally been interested in piserving past records.

Given the growing interest in Canada's past, a little

financial support, the enthusiasm of the library board,

the staff and modern display facilities provided in the

new building, a local archive and an active historical

museum programme could be developed. Considering the

importance of Whitby Harbour to the pioneer communities

south of Port Perry, an emphasis might be given to this

aspect of the past. It is our recommendation that the

Whitby Public LibrarNagd the Whitby Historical Society

be given the necessary support to enable them to collect

a complete record of the past and develop an active

programme to stimulate interest in\the colourful history

4.
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of the area. If a local historical or pioneer museum is

established we recommend that it be developed and

administered by the public library.

HISTORY OF THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

The public library has been a social institution and an

educational force in Whitby for over one hundred years.

In 1842 a "Family Library" was instituted by Mr. Hugh

Fraser and the famous Peter Perry in the old village of

Whitby and in Brooklin a lending library existed as early

as 1851 in the old Township Hall. The Brooklin Library

and the Whitby Library seemed ,to prosper up until the

first World War. Concerts, lectures, discussions and

evening classes were a feature of the libraries' programmes.

In 1912 Brooklin had 141 members and 152 new books were

purchased in that year. The stock totalled 2,808 volumes.

In 1914 a new building, the present one, was opened in

Whitby. With regular support from the Town and its

citizens and a good book stock patronage was high and there

were many meetings in the space provided on the lower

flow:. After World War I and the depression both

libraries like most in Ontario suffered greatly from lack

of financial support. Brooklin in particular neglected

its public library badly until it was rescued by the

Women's Institute and moved in 1931 to the basement of a
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new Township Hall. As late as 194b there were only 70

members and in that year only $28.00 was spent on new

books. The history of both these libraries parallels

that of most village and town libraries in Ontario. In

pioneer days subscription libraries were considered

essential and were well supported by some of the most

important men of the community. These pioneer institutions

stressed intellectual stimulation, culture and adult,

education. Men dominated the organizing committees. From

about 1910 to 1945 public libraries grew less important,

became objects of charity, shabby and badly supported.

Boards were composed mostly of women who had courage and

dedication but lacked prestige and political importance in

the community. Library personnel were paid miserable

salaries. Since 1945 however, developments have conspired

to save the public library from the cultural backwater

into which it had sunk. These developments were many; the

growth of leisure time, general prosperity, cheap hook

production, the vast increase of information and the

necessity to use such information for education or simply

to cope with the complexity of modern life. The

bility of the paperback and the interest it has stimulated

in all aspects of human existence, the growth of record-

ings,'films, tapes and television have all contributed to

the ne2d-17-er a local resource centre to k%hich everyone
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may turn for information, recreation and continuing

education. And yet the old image of the public library

born in the sad days of the thirties still persists, not

only in the minds of municipal politicians but in the

minds of some library boards. Many communities are still

denied the service of a well 1 adult resource

centre and library by unimaginative boards and councils

who have failed to realize the potential of an institution

that has been a part of community life since pioneer

times. An institution -which was revered not for its

prestige but for the solid support it gave to social and

industrial development.

THE PRESENT LIBRARY SERVICE

The present library located in the former Town of Whitby

was opened in 1914 and made possible by funds supplied

by the Town, the Carnegie Foundation, the County of

Ontario and the County of Ontario "Old Girls". The

building, designed to serve a community of about 2,300

people, was equipped with a meeting room that was much

used for a variety of cultural and educational events

until it was converted to a children's library in 1952.

The 2,000 sq. feet of public space on two floors now

serves a community of about 20-,000 persons living

within a two mile radius of the site.
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It is no criticism of the staff of the library to say

that service consists mainly of the circulation,, of

popular books with some information service and student

assistance when time permits. The staff works hard and

in busy times confusion and inconvenience are inevitable.

The children's library is very crowded at times and the

exitarrangements could be a danger to the children

should an emergency occur. There is really no need to

describe in detail the building as it is. The Board, the

-staff and the Council are surely aware that the residents

of Whitby are not being provided with the service needed

or deserved. The Municipal Council should question the

wisdom of maintaining the present service at a cost of

some $63,000.00 in 1969 (including Brooklin).

And yet in spite of the handicaps and lack of physical

facilities and adequate resources the present building is

Well used as a lending library by adults and children and

is visited by many students of all ages. The need is

there and waiting to be fulfilled. If we assume that the

Whitby Branch serves the town population south of the 4th

Concession and east and west of the Town boundaries the

population would be aboUt 20,000. The Brooklin Branch

we could say serves the rest of the population or about

5,000. It is true of course that both libraries have

//borrowers

living in all parts of the Town and in
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communities outside its boundaries but this small number

is probably more than balanced by the number of Whitby

residents who use the libraries of Oshawa or Ajax. The

following table gives a picture of the serious in-

adequacies of the bookstock of Whitby and seems to indi-

cate that some of the stock at present in the Brooklin

Branch should be reallocated from Brooklin to Whitby to

serve the total population more equitably until the Whitby

collections are increased to standard.
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In addition to book circulation the modern public library

also provides an information and research service for

students, businessmen and workers 9ith periodicals,

government documents, microfilms, photocopying etc. In

addition to books users expect to find recordings, 8 mm

and 16 mm films, tapes, pictures and in fact any material

which will satisfy their needs. The present Whitby

branches provide only minimal service in these areas,

consequently no comparison with standards is provided in

this study. However the building programme will include

provision for the "generally accepted variety of services

and materials in order to create a new library that will

be an asset to the community and worthy of public support.

A LIBRARY SYSTEM FOR WHITBY

A new public library for' Whitby should be considered the

central library serving the eire area of the Town and

not only a service for those citizens living within the

boundaries of the original town. In addition the Whitby

library system although governed by an independent board

and supported by the municipal council, should not

isolate itself from the Oshawa library system. As these

two communities grow together and become more economically

interdependent both systems can gain by regular consul-

tation and cooperation. It should be the policy of both
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hoards to get together when expedient to discuss mutual

problems of service. This policy will in no way endanger

the independence of the two communities and can only

contribute to the strengthening of both.

p

We would like to suggest ways in which constructive co-

operation could be beneficial:

1. It is obvious that the "corridor are will increase

in commercial importance. The biggest plazas are

located in this area and within five years commercial

and industrial development will weld the two communities

together. We recommend that bookmobile service be es-

tablished in this area as soon as possible and that

either the Oshawa or ale Whitby Board operate the service

but that costs, staff and bookmobile stock be shared.

Within five years consideration should be given to a

branch in rented quarters-in the largest plaza of the

area and the cost of such a branch might be shared by

the two boards. If this is not done the central area is

apt to be neglected and residents of both municipalities

who will certainly do most of their shopping in the

"corridor" will then have to make special trips to either

the McLaughlin Library or the Whitby Central Library for

service, thus defeating the.proven principle that public

facilities that are easily accessible give the best

service.
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2. Library use should be free to residents of either

communities and memberships interchangeable.

3. The resources of both library systern_E, hooks,

recordings, films, etc., should be freely available to

each on interlibrary-loan. This implies a system of rapid

communication such .as a teleprinter or a direct telephone

connection and a delivery vehicle calling daily at all

branches of the two systems in order that the exchange of

materials can be efficiently organi!ze4.

4. A coordinated library materials selection policy

follows from suggestion no. 3, so that resources are not

unnecessarily duplicated. This can be accomplished by a

joint selection committee or coordination through the

book processing plan of the Central Ontario Regional

Library.

In building an integrated library system for Whitby the

services of the Brooklin Branch should be more closely

coordinated. At the time of writing this report there

were no trained librarians in either the Whitby or

Brooklin libraries. However we are sure the Board

realizes that the appointment of a Director and an

adequate staff to develop the service are of the greatest

urgency. When this is done all procedures should be

standardized, a salary scale applicable to all staff

*
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worked out, a common membership card instituted, the total

bookstock reallocated and coordinated and a union catalogue

of the two libraries built up.

In regard to the need for a union catalogue it seems a pity

to us that the conscientious work performed by Mrs. Boyes

in cataloguing the entire Brooklin collection without

reference to the existing catalogue in Whitby will have to

be revised when the two catalogues are interfiled. Subject

headings, classification numbers and added entries are

bound to differ greatly between duplicated titles held by

the two libraries.

We do not advocate the extension of direct service to the

rural population at this time, but we do suggest that the

rural population be encouraged to use the Brooklin or

Whitby libraries by means of an advertising and public

relations campaign, so that all residents of Whitby would

at least be aware of services offered.

RELATIONS WITH THE CENTRAL ONTARIO REGIONAL LIBRARY

Although CORL with headquarters in Richmond Hill may seem

a bit remote from Whitby, nevertheless the Regional

organization exists to assist in many ways. It is most

important that close contact be maintained. Whitby staff
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should be encouraged to attend all regional workshops

and meetings, should contact CCRL for professional

assistance when needed and participate in the information

network by installing (at the expense of CORL) a tele-

printer unit that will link Whitby for information and

interloan with the resources of Oshawa, Richmond Hill,

Bramptun and Bramalea. CORL also offers a'book acquisition

and processing service in agreement with the Midwestern

Regional Library in Kitchener. Even though this service

is experiencing some delays at the moment, a wide selection

of fully and professionally catalogued and processed adult

and children's books can be purchased in this way for a

f

unit cost of $1.85 plus the cost of the book. This

service should be used for all purchases except popular

items needed quickly to satisfy a waiting list.

SERVICE TO INDUST1Y

It is difficult and beyond the means of most medium-

sized public libraries to organize and support a techni-

cal collection that would satisfy the diversified needs

of modern industry in the community, but much can be done

to supply a back-up collection of books, periodicals,

microfilm and 16 mm films of a general nature that would

be of interest to the employees of business and industry.

The industries of Whitby, so vital to the economy of the
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area, could be served by the public library in the follow-

ing ways:

1. A collection of up-to-date books on industrial manage-

ment, the effects of industrialization, automation, air,

water and noise pollution, labour and union matters,

careers, industrial development, corpdrate management,

finance etc.

2. A collection of local, provincial and federal docu-

ments related to industry and labour.

3. A collection of periodicals (including microfilm and

microfiche editions) of interest to industry.

4. A reference and information service that would

supply sales figures, market information, technical

information and general research material. The Metro

Toronto Business Reference Library could act as the

local resource centre for information and inter-library

loans.

5. A continuing education programme aimed at labour

and management that would feature discussions, film

programmes, career evenings for youggpeople, computer

demonstrations etc.

These suggested services should be well advertised in

plant and office and industry should be asked to support
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such services with regular grants for material or with one-

time assistance to specific projects or programmes. Many

libraries have found that, if approached, local industries

are very interested in supporting services that will benefit

their employees and establish good relations with the

community.

Most industries have poor library and information systems of

their own and often will spend large sums to obtain infor-

mation from afar without knowing that such information

might be obtained in their own region or through their

local public library,

v .

There are at present some 30 manufacturing industries in

Whitby and even the largest, Dunlop, Bathurst Container,

Lake Ontario Steel, Sklar and Stokeley Van Camp do 'not

have organized libraries but would undoubtedly have infor-

mation needs vital to their competitive position. The

public library can make a contribution to industry if the

board and the staff with support from the council take

the initiative.

SERVICE TO THE STUDENT

As the Department of Education and the local school boards

continue to develop school library services and audio-

visual resource centres, the needs of the students for
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such services will be met during school hours. In

addition the Ontario County Board of Education and the

Separate School Board are beginning to make their school

facilities, including their libraries and resource

centres, available in the evenings for students wishing to

study. In September 1969 the Anderson Collegiate library

opened in the evenings for study purposes. Although

these developments are slow, it is apparent that school

authorities are committed to the development of an ade-

quate library and multi-media centre in every school. In

1969 37 out of the 94 school libraries operated by the

Ontario County Board of Education were rated as being

average or above average. This will have a great effect

on public library services. fhe immediate effect is to

free more and more public library funds and staff time

to d vote to college, university and adult students, the

businessman, the workingman, the housewife, the people

for whom public library service was originally intended.

The long range effect will be to create new demands for

information and continuing education resources from those

adults who have grownup in school systems well equipped

with print and non-print materials.

Although it will be ten years before every school in

Whitby is equipped with an adequate school library

(Dundas Street School and Anderson Collegiate have the
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best libraries to date), it would be wise in planning a

new public library facility, to plan more than the tra-

ditional amount of space for adult service, more space to

house material for pre- school and parents and less for

the in-school population. In addition more stress should

be placed oh audiovisual equipment and resources.

Since school libraries are generally curriculum-oriented

but also of supplementary value to the courses and since

more trained librarians are being emplpyed by school

boards, the in-school child is becoming more and more
e

familiar with the standard arrangement of libraries.

Most high-school students are trained to use catalogues,

reference material and conduct their own research. For

these reasons we would recommend that organized class

visits be stopped and that children of all ages be en-

couraged to use the entire facilities of library and,

along with adults, become oriented to the library's

services as individuals. If stress is placed on total

information services for all library users regardless of

age as we have stated, more time, energy and resources

are then available to organize specialized programmes

for various interest groups. Prominent among these

interest groups would be the teenager, the pre-school

child and the parent.



Regardless of the availability of school libraries for

study purposes, it is our opinion that the well-equipped

and well-taffed public library will continue to attract

the student 4s a place to study and work on projects and

essays especially on weekends. In addition there is the

community college and university student who returns to

Whitby for holidays and weekends and who must be served

by the public library. For these reasons provisions

should be made for study carrels and every effort should

be made to accomodate students of all ages in an environ-

ment condusive to quiet study. Collections of special-

ized materials not duplicated in school libraries should

be supplied for student research. Photocopying devices,

language learning material and equipment must be supplied.

One of the chief responsibilities of the modern public

library is to supply the resources and equipment needed

by students in the evening and on weekends, particularly

those mature students who are taking informal and con-

tinuing education courses in secondary and post-secondary

institutions.



WHIFBY PUBIIC ti( 11001. POPUL\FION ftoo

Primary
Pub I 1c Lihran

Thmhe rsh,

Board of lducation 4,300

Separate School
Board (up to
grade 10)

Total

1,484

5,984 ;318

Secondary 1,800

Total 7,784 3749

THE ONT \RIO LADIES COLLEGE

The 110 students of the Ladies College are supplied with

a good school library of about 520() volumes and 20

periodical titles, there is seating for 12 in the library-

and 35 in an adjoining study room. the girls attending

classes in grades 7 to 11 are encouraged to use the

library and do so kith enthusiasm. They are also en-

couraged to join and use the public library and ('( are at

present members. '\ good relationship betl%een the Ladies

College and the public library exists. This liason

could he extended by mutual visits of the staff and the

resources of each expanded by greater use of inter-

library lending. The 0.L.C. does not hair a film
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collection and could benefit by being offered free film

service through the public library. The 0.1..C, is an

important)private institution in Whitby and should he

assisted/in any way pol,sible if additional library

services are needed.

THE WHITBY PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL

This modern institution serving 1120 patients is sadly

lacking in library facilities. An area in the canteen

houses about 1000 hooks haphazardly collected from

donations and library discards. Patients must supply

their own magazines or books and 70 are members of the

public library which is over 2 miles from the hospital

Surely, a well-stoLked central collection of books, films,

records, pictures and magazines could be a useful therapy

resource as well as a recreational facility. Ward

service could he provided from the central collection.

Hospital patients are usually a cross- section of the home

community and we were told' that the W.P.H, is no ex-

ception, therefore he patients deserve the best materials,

not secondhand hooks only.

We feel sure that, if the public library tool, the initia-

tive in cooperation with the hospital, the doctors,

occupational therapists and administrator -. would welcome
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a well-organized public library :,ervice to their patients.

The librar hoard might begin by demonstrating the

quality of service it could provide with the provision

that, after a period of six months or so, some financial

support would be forthcoming from the hospital adminis-

tration of the government department concerned. When one

com;iders that some patients are resi:!ent for 15 years

and the average stay is 8 months, treating the patients

as residents of Whitby deserving library service is easily

justified. We night add that library service should also

be considered for the new general hospital being built on

the grounds of the It is obviously too late for

space to be designed for this purpose but nevertheless,

ward service could be provided by volunteers a' perhaps

a small deposit collection could be established in an

attractive area accessible to ambulatory patients.

THE ETHNIC POPULATION

The existence of a sizeable number of foreign born

residents is a factor of growing importanc in public

library service in Canada and particvla ly- in Southern

Ontario. The library can assist those not familiar with

English to learn- the language and practice its use with

a collection of easy-to-read hooks for adults and with
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recordings designed to teach English to the foreign -born.

In addition it is important to supply books in the

languages of the larger groups of the ethnic population

so tnJt adults continue to read. In many cases

reading hooks and pamphlets about Canada or the 1.orks of

Canadian authors in translations is the hest t.ay for

foreign horn adults to learn about their adopted country.

This kind of service is not necessary for the in-school

population of ethnic origin, because they

instruction exclusively in English or French.

lccording to the latest figures available (1961) 73", of

the population ia the amalgamated area of Whitby is from

the British Isles and the largest ethnic group is,-from

the Netherlands, about 80 of ihe population. The oily

other significant groups are those of French origin

(3.5°0) and German origin (3). In contrast to some

Ontario cities Whitby has a low population of foreign

horn people, thus making the problem of foreign language

service relatively simple for the public library.

We recommend that a collection of non-religious hooks

and other material in Dutch he built up 1.ith the advice

of the Dutch community and that a collection of !)ooks,

films. and records on Dutch art and culture he provided

for the interests of all library users. Less than
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o) the total, say 4000 items, would he needed for this

special collection with the provision that new titles

would be added iegularly to prevent the collection from

being "read out". We recommend further that about half

the Dutch collection he deposited in the Brooklin Branch

since many families of this group live in the rural areas

of the Town.

THE FRENCH CANAHT\NS

If one assumes that the 3.5', of the iropulat ion which is

listed as French in origin is in effect a French Canadian

group the number of French Canadians would be about 875.

Although this is a small number, it is in our opinion,

important that the French language and French Canadian

culture be well represented in the total collection of

library material. A good rule of thumb might he that

2°0 of the collection of hooks, records, films -tc.,

be representative of the French fact of Canada and that

English speaking Canadians in particular br- encouraged

to learn French by using the language learning facilities

supplied by the library. In addition there should be a

strong collection of works by and about Irench Canadians

and about Canadian unity.
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SUMMARY OF NON-ENGLISH COLLECTION

Dutch 2000 (1000 in Brooklin)

German 1000

French 1000 + 200 recordings in
French (incl.
language learning
sets)

Total 4000*

*In addition there would be an emphasis'on books

and other material in English relevant to the

Netherlands, Germany and French Canada.
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PART II

A BUILDING PROGRAMME

Considering the implications and specific recommen-

dations contained in Part I of this report, we can pro-

ceed to describe the function, size, staff, general

layout, space -elJlionships and the furniture and equip-

ment required for the new building.

THE NEW SITE

The Board is- committed to a one acre site on the corner

of Gilbert and Reynold

right-of-way on th west and the gates of fhe Whitby

is between' the unused CNR

Ladies College on the east. To the south across Gilbert

Street is a new Baptist Church, to the north and west

are mingle family dwellings.

Although in our opinion this site is far from ideal,

situated as it is, too far off the centre of the old

town and new commercial development, and unrelated to

shopping, commercial or educational activities, how-

ever, it has the advantages of being unobstructed with

good drainage and with space for expansion to the north.

a
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Access from Dundas Street is good and public parking can

easily be provided.

We recommend th,ct the building be sited facing Gilbert

Street with the minimum required setback from the street.

The main entrance should be at the west end of the build-

ing, if feasable, and a well lit, well designed display

sign be located on Brock Street at Gilbert and on Dundas

Street at Reynolds to direct patrons to the building.

THE GENERAL CONCEPT AND CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUILDLNG

\
The new building should be the headquarters of the Whitby

library system and be named "The Whitby Library and

Information Centre". Its function would be to act as a

resource centre.of print nd non-print materials for the

ffee use of all residents Whitby and the surrounding

area, a popular information and research centre for all,

particularly those adults attending formal or informal

courses. It should be a centre of informal programmes,

meetings and displays of interest to the recreational

pursuits, vocations and avocations of the whole community.

It is our opinion that a modern expanding industrial

community such as Whitby should support one institution

whose responsibility it is to collect and organize up-to-

date information about local activities, about continuing

4



educational courses offered in local schools and other

institutions, about community clubs and organizations

and in additiln be able to refer individuals to the

appropriate municipal, provincial or federal department

or agency that can answer the many questions which arise

from day to day. The collections can never be large

enough to stand on their own and it is assumed that close

links will be arranged with the libraries of Oshawa, the

Region and Metro Toronto but attention should be given

to the building of a complete local history collection

not only books an4 documents, but pictures, old news-

papers (in microform edition if possible), accounts,

records and all items that can be conveniently housed in

a library rather than in a museum.

Small displays of art works, historical records and

objects, photographs, posters etc., should be organized

regularly. Many such exhibits can be obtained from out-

side sources, but all should be of a high standard.

Displays of amateur art are usually only of interest to

those who created them and unless such displays are of

professional standard they are of dubious educational

value.

In addition to supplying space for the general services

outlined above, for general and specialized collections
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of book and non -hook material, for displays and group

activities, for audiovisual equipment, general storage,

offices etc., there should be provision for the accomo-

dation of a bookmobile, a delivery vehicle and unloading

and loading facilities. The size and relationships of

such spaces will be described later in this report.

This new building will serve along with the Brooklin

Branch a population of about 25,000 rising to about

50,000 in 1S years which is a growth rate of approxi-

mately 6.7% per year. If it is assumed that Brooklin

will continue to serve the population in the northern

and largely rural portion of the town, the majority of

the population, say 80%, will use the new Whitby build-

ing. Thus we recommend that the new building be 13,0'00

square feet in area and that an addition of 8,000 square

feet be built by 1985. The building may be built with

twofloorsabove grade and one below, or one floor above

grade, or in a split level arrangement, as the architect

decides. For the purposes of this programme we are

suggesting a two level structure with a ground coverage

of 6,500 sq. ft. plus a minimum of landscapinvnd park-

ing space for 3S cars which would include staff parking.

At this point we would like to list a number of general

principles to be cons dered by the Board and the

architect in designing the building. These principles
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are based on experience with other library buildings and

are offered as guidelines to be followed where possible.

1. The ideal space for modern library service is free

of permanent obstructions, open for convenience of

arrangement and control.

2. A practical module is a multiple of three feet based

on the length of a standard shelf.

3. For greatest flexibility, partitioning should be

moveable where possible and installed wall shelving

should be avoided.

4. The needs of the aged or handicapped person is to be

considered at entrance and exits and during the movement

between floors and from building to parking lot.

5. In choosing wall surfaces, floor coverings, stair

tiles, positioning of lighting fixtures, amount and

variety of landscaping, etc. ease and economy of mainten-

ance should he considered.

6. As far as design and aesthetics will allow, all

furniture, fixtures and equipment should he standard

production items so that repairs and replacements can

more easily be obtained in the future.

7. Public direction signs, shelf marker', and notiee:,

1
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should be supplied in the contract and designed using

uniform typography and colour. This is particularly

important when choosing shelving; too often shelf signs

and numbers are not designed into shelving and must be

added later.

8. Floodlighting of the exterior and illumination of

the name of the library should be considered.

9. It is recommended that carpeting be supplied in study

areas, lounge areas, offices, the children's area, staff

room and in the principle traffic areas but is not neces-

sary between or under shelving.

10. The building should be air conditioned for comfor-

table all season use.

11. One main exit and entrance for all users with one

control area,makes for efficient handling of traffic.

12. Light intensities may vary as between opeh shelves,

reading tables, corridors, stairways etc., and may he

fluorescent or incandescent, but lighting which fixes s

1

the positions of the shelving, tables, lounges, cata-

logue and other moveable items should he avoided.

Specialized lighting may be required for control desks,

display areas and multi-purpose room.
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13. No outside display cases are to he supplied. Library

displays (other than changing exhibits) should be kept to

a minimum. Those that are arranged should use portable

stands or panels and should he simply and professionally

done.

14. It is recommended that at least 1% of the total build-

ing cost he designated for a work of art to he incorpor-

ated into the building design. Such works of art to be

commissioned or purchased under the direction of the

architect and approved by the Library Board.

/

15. It is recommended that the architect be contracted to

design the building and the interiors including the choos-

ing of all furniture and equipment.

1 1

THE COLLECTIONS

For the population served we recommend a total hook

collection of 60,000 volumes plus 6000 non -hook items such

as tapes, films, recordings and pictures. All material to

be arranged in one integrated collection by subject. For

a library of this size no subject departmentalization of

the general collection would he needed except for a

separate section for children and parents, a small brows-

ing collection, a separate collection of 16mm films, an

audiovisual equipment section and a re,;tricted Rection for
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precious items related to local history.

Although arranged in one sequence by Dewey Decimal

classification for the non-fiction and alphabetically by

author for the fiction the proportigns allotted-to the

various classifications would be roughly as follows

(reference and circulating together):

Humanities and Social Sciences

(000, 100, 200, 300, 400, 800, 900, Biogr.) 37.50

Science, Technology and Business

(500, 600) 16.00

Arts, Recreation and Fiction

(700, Fiction, Non-English) 27.50

Children, Pre-school and Parents

(all classes) 18.S0

16mm film Collection

(all classes) O.Sc,,

100.0(:,

Note: It is assumed that many thousands of paperbacks

will he included, perhaps one quarter of the collection.

We recommend that paperbacks not he catalogued unless

they are rebo,und for preservation.

The browsing collection would be made up of a selection

of about 1000 items selected from all parts of the

library and kept alive and current by regular additions
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and subtractions.

In addition to the 66,000 print and non-print items
fl

space must he provid&I for periodicals, hound and un-

bound. Pamphlets, government documents etc., would be

housed with the appropriate subject on the regular

shelves.

A certain portion of the book collection would he used

for reference and research within the library only.

This "reference only" collection is included in the above

proportions. The actual number of hooks considered

"reference only" is difficult to detail for any cie

library. Service experiencr: in the community is the only

way to determine the right proportions. However, as a

gene :al average about l2', of fhe total should he

"reference only".

The general (111,,ion of the collection can he summarized

'/as follow,,:

Circulating hooks S',8n0

Reference hooks ,200

Circulating non-hook Items 6
_2_

000

Total 66,000*

*This total excl 1faLe, howl,' V01011, periodicals but in-

eludes aipout 1000 hook-, ilevin,,,, to art from the hrowsing

collection and a few hundred hook' ttmrnrarilv in work

areas etc.
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To summarize we visualize one integrated subject col-

lection of print, non-print and reference material in one

organized sequence for adults,(e.g. language records with

the 400's, tapes of plays with the 800's etc.) so that

service is provided by using all material in any one

subject. Adult fiction would, of course, be arranged

alphabetically by author, pre-school children and parent

collection separated in its own section, the browsing and

16mm film collections ld occupy other areas and

periodicals, hound and unbound arranged on special shelv-

ing in an alphabetical arrangement by title.

In accomodating a collection of print, non-print, refer-

ence and circulating items it is safe to assume that 1/3

of the circulating items would be out of the building

at any given time. In addition, one should allow for a

10',, e-)ansion factor for each shelf. This formula,

based on approximately 8 books and other items per foot

of shelf, or 1 sq. ft. of floor space for every 10 items,

is used in calculating shelving to be purchased as

indicated later in the building programme.

SWF

lo administer the policies of the library hoard, super-

vise staff, plan, promote and expand service, control

i

i
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budget, maintain community relationships and relation-

ships with other libraries and keep abreast of library

developments, we recommend the early appointment of a

chief librarian for the Whitby library system who would

have his headquarters in the new building. To operate

the service outlined in this report the present staff

would have to be enlarged considerably. r%s a general

principle the staff need not he specialized, even the

staff of the children's section could be inter-

changeable with the adult staff. This arrangement

allows greater Flexibility in scheduling staff time.

In order to outline staffing requirements we assume that

all sections of the library's service will be open to the

public from 9.00 a.m. to 9.00 p.m. five days a week, and

from 9.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. on Saturdays. More and more

public libraries are opening on Sundays also, and this

should be the futuro aim of the Board. However, for our

purposes and as a first goal, staff should he supplied

for weekdays and Saturdays only, for a total of 69 hours.

It is assumed that the staff will usually work in two

shift,,.
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Division of Staff Librarians Technicians Other

Chief Librarian 1

Adult Services 2 1 2

Pre-school children
and Parents 1 1 2

16mm Films and
A.-y. equip. 1 1

Control Desk and
Technical Services 1 '.

'Maintenance 1

Totals 4 4 8

i--
Nfote:

a. The Chief Librarian would assist in public service

when possible.

h. One librarian would act as assistant to the Chief

Librarian and be responsible for programmes,

exhibits etc.

c. The Lontrol desk staff would be supported by student

assistants at busy times after school and on

Saturdays.

d. Fhe maintenance man might he part time, if cleaning

is contracted cut.
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FUNCTIONAL AREAS

ENTRANCE

Preferably at street level for all patrons, near sidewalk

with ramp approach for handicapped. Double doors,

minimum lobby space, boot rack, good drainage, quarry

tile surface, lots of glass, with open hours and name of

library clearly visible.

CONTROL DESK, REGISTRATION AND INFORMATION

Near the entrance, but not the most prominent feature on

entering should be the control desk at desk height,

preferably in sections for flexibility if expansion or

rearrangement is required. This facility is for check-

ing in and out all material to he loaned and for re-

ceiving overdue charges. Photocharging cameras are

recommended, but not built into the desk. Electrical

outlets for two cameras to be provided. In addition to

open shelves for supplies, one lockahle cash drawer to

he provided. Slots in desk for returned transaction

cards. "In" and "out" functions to he separated and

clearly marked. Total desk surface needed, approxi-

mately 12 feet. Behind or wiJiin reach of the desk

shelving would he required for about 200 reserv(t hooks

being held for patrons.
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The registration and information desk will he set apart

from the control desk near an outlet for an electric

typewriter. A standard two drawer desk with a wing

would serve the purpose. Phis is where users would re-

ceive new membership cards and would be informed of the

rules of the library. In addition the patron would be

oriented to the collections and services. The main

telephone would be located here. All incoming calls

would be answered here or routed to the exte s in

the pre-school and children's section, the film a d A-V

equipment area or the chief librarian's office. Nearby

would be the Teletype unit and the card catalogue of the

system. This desk is one of the most important points

in the building and should he manned at all times by a

trained librarian or a library technician. It should

he well lit and centrally positioned, vis-a-vis the

entrance. .\t this desk patrons would he enrolled or

directed to the appropriate part of the building. Here

the Teletype equipment would be maintained, inter-loan

material gathered and borrowers' questions answered.

In this generl area a coin-operated photocopying machine

should be installed and a public bulletin hoard which

would announce community events as well as library

activities.
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CARD CAFALOGUL

Filing in and discarding from a card catalogue is very

expensive and time consuming, therefore only one com-

plete card file of the collections in the system (Whitby

and Brooklin) should be provided in,this building. The

children's section should be provided with a shelf list

only. The one main catalogue will he located near the

registration and information desk but within easy reach

of the general adult collection. This file will contain

author, title and subject cards as well as guide cards

referring to the record, tape and 8mm film collections.

\n up-to-date typed list of the 16mm film collection

should be nearby. A unit of 125 drawers will he re-

quired for the collection of 75,000 hooks. In general

the catalogue should he built up in units of 5 drawers

stocked 5 high with a consultation surface for every 50

drawers.

WORK STA1ION FOR CONTROL ARIA

Behind or near the control area this space would

accomodate st;Iff sorting incoming material, preparing

books, recordings, etc., indexing, clipping, prose - ,king

overdue notices, reserves, inter-loans, light repairing,

cleaning recording.:;, ',hipping and re.,ciing. This work

station ',hould he ,-cncicr,ed for surx,e1Ilance or the
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desk, with shelving for 500 books, counter space for two

or three persons, with storage cupboards below and a
. .

typewriter. A 3X 5 table should be provided as an extra

work space. This area should have direct access to the

delivery entrance which also would act as a staff

entrance. Enough free space is needed for manoevering

and parking at least 5 book trucks at a time.

CHIEF LIBRARIAN'S OFFICE

A partitioned space on the main floor near the adult

service area. Used for staff and public interviews,

private work, planning etc., eqUifped with a desk with

three drawers, a wing and a chair, 2 extra lounge chairs,

a vertical file, a coat cupboard or hanger, some open

shelving under a counter, a telephone and an spare small

table. Carpeting is recommended for this office.

BROWSING AU\
c

This small changing collection of interesting hooks and

other material /is meant to be used as a means of drawing
t

public attention to a particular subject or simply

supplying "a good hook to read" to the general leader who

doesn't hive the time to use the main collections.

-111('IvIng for about 1000 hooks plus a small lounge area

and perhaps a di-Tlay panel or two v,ould make up this
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attractive and comfortable area. It may be located near

the fiction collection and the control, registration and

information area for general supervision. We would

recommend that smoking be allowed in this area and

carpeting he supplied. About 126 running feet of

shelving, four shelves high, with a dust shelf, steel,

fully adjustable would be required. In addition lounge

chairs for 6 persons with floor standitg ash trays and a

coat rack. Some of the shelving, say 9 or 12 feet, would

be of the slanting display, type for accomodating popular

periodicals, newspapers or other items. A storage bin

holding 50-100 popular recordings could stand in this area.

The key to the success of this area is to change the

material frequently to maintain freshness and variety.

Since the new building will he a distance from shops and

restaurants and since some patrons, particularly students,

will he spending several hours in the building, we would

recommend that one or two coin-operated machines _;apply-

ing drinks and light snacks he installed in the browsing

area as a convenience to the public.

FICTION, NON-LNGLISH, LARGE PRINT AND EASY

RLADING COLLECTIONS

Thee collections need little supervi,-,ion, thus, they may

he arranged alphabetically and c3mpar.tly on free-,standing
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steel, fully adjustable shelving, 6 or 7 shelves high, no

dust shelf is required. It is important that shelf

markers be supplied for shelf edges and end panels and

that they be clear, attractive and changeable.

Fiction 9000

Non-English 4000 (Fiction and Non-Fiction)

Large Print

Easy Books 1000 (Fiction and Non-Fiction)

Total

collection 14000

1/3 on loan 4666

To be housed 9334

This would require about 1000 linear feet of shelving.

Isles between shelves may be 3' 6" in width. This

section may he related to the adult or children's

section on either floor for supervision and assistance

to patrons.

ADULT NON-FICTION COLLECTION

This will he the largest sequence of library material,

embracing a collection of hooks, recordings, 8mm films,

tapes, etc. in all subjects. Print material will he

arranged in the conventional fashion by classification

number. The reference material in any subject could he

,,helved near the circulating material but on separate
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shelves. Pamphlets and documents likewise would he

grouped together near this subject. Non-print

collections except for recordings will he housed in

their own ,-;ccti it. shelving but as close to their

-zuhject as possible.

total Collection

Reference

Circulating

1/5 on loan

i'o he housed

50,250

4,300

34,750

11,580

4,500 + 23,170 = 27,h70

this would require about 3500 linear feet of shelving.

If possible the isles should he 4'b" wide. About 1000

of this shelving should he 12" or 14" in width to

accomodate oversize hooks.

In this ,ita a lihrarian's desk is required with 2 or

drawers and a wing. Other equipment would include a

dictionary and atlas stand, a microfilm storage cabinet,

a microfilm reader-printer, a three drawer vertical file

cabinet. there will he seating for SO patrons, 4 study

tables seating 24 and 26 individual stuck. carrels grouped

together and individually lit. the cluster of study

=els could he grouped in any area where close super-

ki-:1611 and as',1s,tance can he by the staff.
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In the area of the adult collection will he the language

learning and music listening equipment. Four carrels

could be equipped with record playback equipment and

earphones. A jack for listening should he supplied.

Also nearby would he the main record collection housed

in free standing bins. 111 records would be housed here

except the children's collection and would he available

free for home use. 1 core collection of about 3000 LPs

covering all forms of music, including jazz and rock,

plays, poetry, language learning etc. can he stored in

about 10 feet of double faced record bins.

PRE-SCHOOL, CHILDREN'S AND PARENTS' COLLLCTION

1s we have stated the emphasis here should he on the

provision cif resources and services for pre-schoolers

and children up to about grade b. Older children will he

welcome but they will be encouraged to use the entire

collection. Books and other material for children above

the grade 6 101,01 r, ill be purchased but housed in the

adult fiction and non-fiction collections r,itii some

duplication in the children's section. In addition hooks,

records and films of interest to parents c, r 11 be housed

in this area. huh sects to he stressed would he child-

rearin, adolescence, family planning, careers, reading

problems, education, s*ory-telling, play activities etc.
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as well as a small current and permanent model collection

of recommended hooks for children to help parents to

select gifts and better match the right book to the needs

of the child.

This section should not be in a room of its own but may be

partly sound-proofed from its neighbouring section by

shelving or a moveable partition. The area should

be carpeted throughout. For children's programmes and

activities the multi-purpose room used for all library

activities may be scheduled. Books and other material

would be checked in and out at the main desk.

Total Collectio71 12,210

Reference and Model

Collection 1,000

Circulating 11,210

1/5 on loan 3 737

To be housed 1,000 + 7,473 = 8,473

fhis would require ,shout 705 linear feet of shelving.

the ranges in thi,, section should not he more than 4

,;helves high with the pre-school picture hooks housed

in shelving riot more than 2 shelves hi0i with dust

she Isle:, MA\ he 3'6" in width. There should he

-.eating for about 25 children at low circular tables and
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on large cushions covered with a brightly coloured,

washable material. The children's record collection, say

SOO records, may be housed in free standing bins. Other

equipment to include a treated wall area on which

children's notices and art work may be displayed, a

librarW's desk with telephone extension, 3 drawers and

a wing, a cabinet to hold film-strips, a 3 drawer vertical

file cabinet, and 3 standard book trucks. Also provided

would be a record player with six pairs of ear-phones for

gang listening and a paperback display rack. If a shelf

list is provided in this area a card catalogue with 10

drawers will be required. We would also recommend that a

collection of framed standard sized reproductions of

famous old and modern paintings be acquired and housed

vertically in bins, for lending to children and parents.

Space for about 150 pictures of a collection of 200 would

he necessary.

WORK STATION FOR CHILDREN'S SECTION

separate work station for the use of the, staff of this

section should he provided to accomodate 2 persons at a

counter with shelves above and storage below, a type-

writer and stand and a typist chair. Any partitioning

should he half 0a,;,, to allow supervL,ion.
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PERIODICAL COLLECTION

We recommend that all periodicals he housed in one

sequence bound and unbound together for ease of con-

sultation. Ordinary extra wide shelving is suitable and

`titles may he indicated on the end panels of each range.

\t present the Whitby library subscribes to 35 periodicals

and Brooklin to 17. Of the 52 titles 1C are duplicated

in both libraries. Since the chief value of a periodical

collection is for research and student use, the present-

subseziption list should be considerably expanded, in

coordination with the Oshawa library, to include more

technical and -Tecialited magazines of interest to

industry and the farmer. We would also recommend that

only duplicate subscription be allowed to circulate so

that this valuable reference tool may he kept intact for

use in the library. If we assume that the Whitby library

will subscribe to 80 titles, then about 210 linear feet

of shelving would he sufficient to house the collection

for some time to come. The periodicals should he near

the photocopying unit and near the adult non-fiction

collection.

MULFI PURPOSE ROo\1

An unencumbered space with moveable seating For 100-150

persons, no stage hilt an nstallcJ screen with speakers
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wired to the rear of the room for sound films, musical

concerts and background music. This is to he a flexible

space for all library-sponsored adult and children's

programmes, rehearsals, projection training, crafts, film

previewing and for community group use. It should be

divisible into two rooms by a moveable sound-proof

partition, c4Tpeted with a semi-accoustical ceiling and

installed reostat controlled lighting. Near this room or

leading to it should be the main entrance, coat rack and

washrooms so that its use is not dependent upon the rest

of the building beifig open. A colour television

receiver on a moveable ETV stand, ada-,ted for VHF, UHF

And cable reception is required in the multi-purpose

room to enable the library to use TV for educational

programmes. In the future a I" video-tape recorder could

he added so that a collection of tapes could he built up

for group use in the building. Additional equipment to

include a lectern, blackboard and a moveable stand for

slide projector, film projector, rear projection and

opaque projection units. 'l here should he 6 double

electrical outlet,, around the room equipped with heavy

wiring.

:-;f0i0U \RE\

Ihis building will necd multi-purpose storage space for

heol in little demand, seasonal or duplicated hooks, for
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extra chairs, a puppet theatre, unused equipment, supplies,

spare lights, extra shelving components and even garden

hoses, mower, unused display equipment etc. One or two

such spaces may be provided, dependent upon the final lay-

out of the building. The location of such space or

spaces should be cicse to the multi-purpose room, the work

room and delivery entrance. We do not expect that shelv-

ing for more thaw 2000 volumes will be required apart from

the public areas.

FILM AND A-V EQUIPMENT AREA

This space located in a glass enclosure on the first floor

is used to hook, receive and distribute films, inspect and

maintain all audio-visual equipment, loan 16mm projectors

and screens, assist in the organization of library pro-

grammes and train projectionists. This space would be

equipped 1;ith a programme planning and film booking desk,

a Lard or hook index or a typewriten list of films avail-

ahle, a telephone extension, film\torage racks for about

:60 film an of various sizes, 16, feet of work counter,

feet wide, fur inspection and maintenance of equipment

with shelves under, storage bins for 5-16mm projectors

and ,:reen.,, and all uther A-% equipment and storage for

spare part,,. Ihp, room ,ould house a maximum of 2 persons.

acuu, to tilt' main exit or the deltvery entrance for
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handling heavy equipment would he required.

WkSHROOMS

Washrooms controlled by a key obtained at the nearest

service desk should be provided for the use of the public

and the staff and located in a conspicuous area for

supervision. Equipment suggested would include hot air

dryers, automatic shut off taps, drinking fountain,

automatic flush urinals, quarry tile floor, permanent, not

wall hung dividers and mirrors.

SlAiF LOUNGE

For the use of 9 staff members per shift plus student

a:;sistants at times. This space should he attractive with

lounge furniture on a carpeted area, tables and chairs,

kitchen facilities and adjoining locker space with 12

lockers. Kitchen equipment to include heavy duty stove,

small refrigerator, a double sink mounted in a 8 foot

counter, a supply of di,hes and kitchen utensils, piper

toi,e1 dispenser, dih tologl rack, an exhaust fan and an

electric wall File lounge should also have a wall

ext(.n-;Ion telephone i.itii intercom, a double electrical;

outlet At counter lexcl and tv,o eNtra double outlets in

the 1,,,t1 .
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LXHIBITION SPACE

This area is to be ad4cen't to or part of the general

public area, not a separate gallery. Facilities should

include moveable floor to ceiling display panels, portable

sculpture pedestals, flexible lighting including small

adjustable spotlights, a desk and a chair for supervision

when necessary. Nearby wall space can also he used in

.conjunction with panels to extend the area for exhibits.

Three lockable glass display cases approximately 3 feet

long and 18 inches deep would he useful for displaying

objects requiring protection. Ilectrical outlets should

he numerous in the area for environmental displays and

unusual lighting when needed. It would he an advantage

to he able to darken the area on occasion. Two or three

benches or chairs could he supplied.

LOCAL HISTORY COLLECTIoN

If it is decided- to collect, store and exhibit local

history material the storage cases should be near the

exhibition space. Fhis collection should not be treated

as dead archives but items from it should he on display

constantly. IF the items :Ire too prec.ious to allow hand-

ling, locked JI-Tlay ,ac,es can he provided. Beside

Itlsed- in =,totaie there -dlould hc J nap stetav,e cabinet,

a vertical tile and 1 table and chair-, for research
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and the photocopying machine should be nearby.

SPACE REQUIREMENTS (approximate)

sq. ft.

Entrance 300

Control Desk, Registration and Information 300

Card Catalogue 150

Work Station for Control Area 300

Chief Librarian's Office 150

Brosing \rea :so

Fiction, Non-English, Large Print, Easy Reading 400

Adult Non-Fiction 4,800

Pre-School, Children and Parents 1,500

Work Station for Children's Section 150

Periodicals 200

\lulti-Purpose Room 1,200

Storage Area 400

Illm and \ -V Lquipment Area 20t)

Washroom; 300

Staff_ Lounge and locker Space .i00

Lxhibitton Space (primarily within other area,,) 400

IoLal 111,,tory

Suh-TotaI

llectriLal, %lechani,:al koom, Stairs,

Corridor, Janitor Closet,, ti,all and

Partition Nllol,,ance

Iota' for Building

200

11,300

1,500

1 3,000

so
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\N ADDITION IN 1985

It is most important that the Wilding be planned for the

addition of 8000 sq. ft. before 1985. Most of the addition

would he used for public service areas and could be

accomplished by adding to the building at'ground level or

by the addition of a third level. This decision will be

made by the architect when the first stage is designed.

\ny addition will of course effect the layout and the size

of most space requirements listed; this is the reason for

recommending minimum fixed partitioning. Heating,

mechanical equipment, electric wiring and air conditioning

should be designed to support a final total gross floor

area of 21,000 sq. ft. Space to expand public and staff

parking should he considered when the first phase parking

area is planned.
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